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Cognitive Therapy for PTSD

• Developed specifically to treat PTSD
• Evaluated in randomised controlled trials with adults and 

children
• RCTs show very large effect sizes (pre-post ES=2.5) 

and low drop out rates (<7%)
• Superior to supportive therapy
• Intensive and self-study assisted treatment as effective
• Effectiveness studies in routine clinical care

Recommended as a first-line treatment in guidelines by 
American Psychological Association Guidelines, UK 
NICE, and International Society for Traumatic Stress 
Studies
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• Cognitive therapy for PTSD follows Beckian approach of 
changing emotions through working on beliefs, 
interpretations, perceptions and memories –
experiental learning through experiments and 
hypothesis testing 

•Different from “rational” cognitive restructuring 

• Facilitates optimal emotional engagement with trauma 
memories, focusing on worst moments that are 
reexperienced BUT
method of change different, nor prolonged or many  

repetitions of exposure
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https://oxcadatresources.com

Guidance for remote working 
and short videos

Register and login for  training 
videos and therapy materials 
NO COSTS 
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Central questions in understanding PTSD

•Many people recover on their own – what
maintains the symptoms - focus on identifying 
and reversing maintaining factors

•Why anxiety symptoms (avoidance, 
hypervigilance)?
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Cognitive Model of PTSD
(Ehlers & Clark, Behaviour Research and Therapy, 2000)

People with PTSD perceive a serious current
threat, which has two sources

(1) Characteristics of the trauma memory
(2) excessively negative appraisals – highly 
idiosyncratic personal meanings

People with PTSD use (3) strategies to control
threat that maintain the memory problems and
appraisals and symptoms
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Ehlers & Clark 
Cognitive Model 
of PTSD (2000)

Nature of Trauma
Memory

Negative Appraisals of Trauma 
and/or its Consequences

Current Threat
Intrusive Memories
Arousal Symptoms
Strong Emotions

Strategies Intended to Control Threat/Symptoms

Matching 
Triggers

Cognitive Processing during Trauma 
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Treatment Goals - Ehlers & Clark (2000)

Trauma memory

elaborate

Appraisals of trauma and/or 
sequelae 
identify and modify

Current threat
intrusions
arousal
Strong emotions
reduce

Dysfunctional behaviours/ cognitive strategies give up

Triggers

discriminate
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Using the cognitive model to develop 
an individual case formulation

Oxford Centre for Anxiety Disorders and 
Trauma, Department of Experimental 
Psychology, University of Oxford
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Recognising forms of reexperiencing
• Pictures, sounds, smells, tastes
• Physical sensations and reactions, including pain, 

faintness
• Gestures, posture, flight reactions

• Flashbacks, dreams

• Emotion (Affect without recollection)

• Rumination ≠ intrusive memories

• Often signals of beginning of trauma or its worst moments
(warning signals)
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Identifying appraisals and unhelpful 
cognitive processing and behaviours

• “Getting into patient’s head” (perspective of curiosity), guided 
discovery

• Follow the emotions triggered by reminders, in session

• Appraisals drive behaviours/cognitive processing: These make sense 
from patient’s perspective

• Focus on appraisals leading to current internal threat (e.g., “I am a bad person”) or external threat (e.g., “I cannot trust anyone”)

• Posttraumatic Cognitions Inventory (PTCI)
• Response to Intrusions Questionnaire (RIQ)
• Safety Behaviours Questionnaire (SBQ)
BUT PROBE FOR  IDIOSYNCRATIC APPRAISALS AND 
BEHAVIOURS
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Short
Posttraumatic 
Cognitions 
Questionnaire

12
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Short Response to Intrusions Questionnaire
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Short Safety Behaviours Questionnaire
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Advantages of giving weekly symptom 
and process measures
•Belief rating and nowness ratings quick way to 
track progress in session
•Set of questionnaires designed to measure central 
maintaining factors in Ehlers and Clark model
•Help with case formulation
•See video: “The first therapy session”
•Change faster than symptoms so helpful for 
planning session

15
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• Many of the client’s current symptoms are caused by problems in the 
trauma memory. Therapy will help the client with getting the memory in 
a shape where it no longer pops up as frequent unwanted memories 
and feels like a memory of the past rather than something that is 
happening now.

• The memory of the trauma and what happened in its aftermath 
influences the clients’ current view of themselves and the world. The 
client perceives a threat; a threat from the outside world, a threat to their 
view of themselves, or both. In therapy, the therapist and client will 
discuss whether these conclusions are fair representations of reality and 
consider the possibility that the trauma memory colors their perception 
of reality.

• Some of the strategies that the client has used so far to control the 
symptoms and threat are understandable, but counterproductive and 
maintain the problem. In therapy, the client will experiment with 
replacing these strategies with other behaviors that may be more 
helpful.

CORE PROCEDURE: Individualized 
formulation (using the client’s words as much as possible): 
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Video extract “The first therapy session”
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Therapist summary of individualised case formulation 
based on Ehlers & Clark (2000) – ICU trauma

Trauma memory Disjointed, no 
temporal orientation, rich sensory 
detail (beeping, PPE), strong 
physical sensations, delirium 

Appraisals of trauma and/or sequelae 
Then: “The staff are trying to kill/torture me”, 
“I’m being ignored/abandoned”, “I am dying”
Since: “I am losing my mind”, “I cannot trust 
medical professionals”, “I will get ill again”

Current threat
Intrusions, affect without 
recollection

panic, breathless, nightmares, 
confusion, high alertness

Dysfunctional behaviours/ cognitive strategies: avoid health professionals, rumination about 
what happened, social withdrawal, suppression, substance use, checking body

Triggers
Sounds, disinfectant smell 
blue, lying on stomach, 
medical appointments

Murray et al. (2020). CT-PTSD following critical illness and ICU admission. The Cognitive Behaviour Therapist, vol 13, e13

18
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Example of maintenance cycle
shared with patient

Memory of being alone in hospital
Feeling abandoned

“Nobody cares about me”

Avoid friends
Don’t return phone callsFewer invitations and calls

19

Core Procedures of CT-PTSD

20

What happens in CT-PTSD?
• Focus on trauma – current threat
• Changing emotions by changing cognitions

Core interventions:
• Individually tailored case formulation
• Reclaiming/ rebuilding your life assignments
• Guided discovery and behavioural experiments to change 

problematic appraisals and maintaining behaviors/ cognitive 
strategies

• Updating trauma memories
• Identification and discrimination of triggers
• Site visit
• Blueprint

21
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Changing excessively negative appraisals and 
maintaining coping strategies 
• Guided discovery 

• Collaborative style

• Socratic questioning, widen perspective

• Consider alternatives

• Perspective of curiosity rather than simply “change of mind”

• Use individual techniques tailored to idiosyncractic meanings

• Remember that important relevant information may be from trauma
(patient is not accessing/ using that information)

• Gather evidence! Experiential Learning

22

However, no fixed session by session structure -
adapted to patient and cognitive themes, common 
variations:

• Trigger discrimination first for patients who dissociate

• Working on widening perspective (perpetrator or other contributing 
factors) in shame and mental defeat, e.g., initial survey

• For preoccupation with unfairness: Empathic listening to what person 
is angry about

• Talking about deceased and relationship in traumatic bereavement

• For multiple trauma: overall narrative or timeline to decide which 
traumas to work on

• FOCUS ON PERCEIVED CURRENT THREAT THROUGHOUT
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Complex PTSD in ICD-11 and DSM-5

ICD-11 PTSD + CPTSD
§ Flashbacks
§Avoidance
§Hypervigilance/startle

Complex PTSD
§Affect dysregulation
§ Self diminished
§Difficulties sustaining

relationships

DSM-5
§ Reexperiencing
§ Avoidance
§ Negative alterations in 

cognitions and mood
§ Alterations in arousal and 

reactivity

Dissociative subtype

24
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Updating Trauma Memories

25

Step 1: Accessing the worst moments of 
trauma

Revisiting trauma - Therapist facilitates optimal level of 
engagement, patient needs to stay aware of present.

• Function 1: Access problematic meanings and change 
them in the memory (rather than as a mere intellectual 
insight).

• Function 2: Generate information that helps put meanings 
in perspective (e.g., reconstruct sequence of events, 
access “forgotten” details)

• Function 3: For some patients, behavioural experiment to 
test beliefs about catastrophic consequences
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Revisiting Trauma: 
Strengths of Reliving vs Narrative

Reliving
• Access emotions
• Access important details
• “Felt change” in meaning

Narrative
• Confusion about temporal 

order
• Understanding how things 

followed from each other
• Long trauma – to identify 

hot spots in long sequence 
of events

• Strong dissociation, no 
contact to present reality 

27
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Step 2:  Identify information that provides 
evidence against appraisals of worst moments 
or predictions made at the time

a. may be information from course of the event, e.g., 
- outcome was better than  expected 

(e.g., patient did not die, is not paralyzed) 
- contradictory information from course of event 

(e.g., compliance with perpetrator because he had knife)  
- realization that an impression, perception was not true 

(e.g., toy gun), sometimes expert advice needed 
(e.g., car explosions, electric shock)

b. may be result of systematic cognitive restructuring
(guided discovery, excessively negative appraisals) -
Focus of this workshop
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What happens in CT-PTSD – cont.
Cognitive work (guided discovery) closely interwoven with memory work, 
techniques vary with emotions and underlying cognitive themes: See 
videos at https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/ 

Overgeneralized sense of risk: Behavioural experiments to test patient’s 
predictions while dropping safety behaviours and hypervigilance

Self-Blame/ Guilt: Identifying contribution of other people/ situational factors to 
event, pie-charts

Shame: Surveys to discover other people’s view
Preoccupation with injustice: anger letter and cost-benefit analysis.
Mental defeat/humiliation/low self worth: focus on intention of perpetrator to 

humiliate, perpetrator in the wrong, address self-criticism
Traumatic loss: Imagery of deceased at peace, conversation with deceased, 

carrying essence of deceased with you
Permanent physical injury: what has not been lost, video feedback  
Contamination/ disgust:  imagery of body renewing itself, clean
Moral injury: overlap with shame and guilt, especially hindsight bias, 

overgeneralisation, black-and white thinking,  superhuman standards

SOME OF THIS WORK CAN BE DONE TO PREPARE FOR MEMORY WORK

29

Example of updated hot spot - rape

30
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STEP 3: Insert the updating information into the 
relevant part of the trauma memory

• Produce an updated version of written narrative, with new meanings (“I 
know now that...”), read out aloud, hold both hotspot and updates in mind

• Incorporate restructured meanings into reliving while holding hotspot in 
mind by one or more of the following (whatever most convincing)
- verbal reminders
- images/ rescripted imagery 
- incompatible actions
- incompatible sensations

• Discuss how client can remind themselves of updates

4. After all identified hotspots have been updated, probe for further hotspots 
with “diagnostic” complete reliving/ reading through story 

31

Step 3: Inserting updates into reliving or narrative

• Guide the patient to relive the hot spot out loud (or read out 
aloud the hot spot from narrative) and bring in new information 
from restructured meanings while holding hotspot in mind

• e.g. He locks the door and looks at me strangely. He’s about to 
hurt me.  I should never have come here.  I should have known 
better.  I should never have trusted him.  I’m so stupid.  I know 
now that I had no idea what was going to happen before I went 
to his house. If I had known what he was going to do, I would 
never have gone. He had been really nice to me up until then. 
There was no way of knowing his intentions.  Looking at the 
timeline reminds me I only knew what was going to happen 
when he locked me in. I am not stupid. I’ve been through a 
horrible experience and need to be kind to myself.

• Rate distress and nowness

32

Illustrations of Updating Modalities

33
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Illustrations on how to do memory work at 

Anke Ehlers’ 1-day CT-PTSD workshop focussing on memory work

Videos on accessing hot spots and their meaning

Videos on updating

https://oxcadatresources.com
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Trigger Discrimination
“Then vs Now”

35

Trigger discrimination
• Stimuli that match stimuli present in the trauma trigger 

intrusions. Patients report obvious triggers

• Most common “hidden triggers”: low-level physical cues 
such as colour, sound, taste, smell, touch, temperature, 
movement, body position, other internal cues. Similarity 
in one sensory channel sufficient

• Step 1: Detective work to identify triggers (analyse 
context of intrusion, what is similar to trauma, diaries, 
affect without recollection)

• Step 2: Stimulus discrimination

36
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Breaking the Link:  Then vs Now

Notice that a memory has been triggered.
The feelings are coming from the memory.
Spot all the ways that NOW is different from THEN (trigger 
and context!, concrete, include all modes of sensations).
Enhance differences by moving in a way not possible during 
the trauma. 
Realise trauma is not happening again.

NOWTHEN

37

Trigger example: red car image
THEN NOW

Same Red car Red car
On a road On a road
Travelling towards me Travelling towards me

Different Real red car Different model than car from 
accident, photo

I was on the high street I am now in my sitting room
I was crossing the road I am sitting on my sofa, I am safe
I was in a lot of pain I am not in any pain now
I couldn’t move I can get up and move around now
I was alone My partner is in the house with me 

and therapist on video call
Wednesday evening in 
December

Thursday morning in April

Winter then and dark Spring now and bright light

38
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Dissociation

40

Dissociation 
•Prevents processing of memory from today’s 
perspective, as a past event. 

• Information/ normalise, repeat message that 
symptoms are result of trauma memory in sessions

•Trigger discrimination before work on memory 
•Techniques to keep the client in the here and now 
(e.g. object to touch, moving head, look at moving objects, photos, 
smell, taste, listen to audio or flashcard with reminder trauma over) 

• In session, look out for signs that client is starting to 
dissociate, talk frequently, remind of here and now
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Dissociation continued
•Graded approach for accessing memories. 
•Time-line can be useful if several events or long 
event

•For severe dissociation usually start with writing 
narrative together (sentence by sentence, Then 
versus Now discrimination (e.g., movement, 
holding objects, smells), pauses with focus on 
present when needed),  

•Modified reliving (e.g., eyes open, while moving, 
Then versus Now, change perspective, visualising 
going back into body, bird’s eye perspective)

42
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Dissociation continued

•Updating: Updating information may take longer 
to sink in. Need to find right channel/ wording

•Self-care

•Precautions/ action plan for self-harm 

43

Training videos dissociation

https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/
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Behavioural Experiments 
and Site Visit

45
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Core Procedure: Behavioural
Experiments

• Identify problematic belief & agree situation 
(not exposure hierarchy)

• Specify predictions (concrete & observable) & rate 0-
100%

• Specify what the patient will do & safety behaviors to drop
• Conduct experiment. Remind to drop safety behaviors 

(esp. remotely).
• Then versus Now to keep focus on present. 
• Use evidence, not feelings!
• Discuss outcome, generalize learning & re-rate
• Reminders of outcome (e.g., photos on phone)
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Behavioural experiment record sheet
Situation Prediction Experiment Outcome Learning

Speak 
to friend 
about 
sexual 
abuse

She will 
think I am 
disgusting 
& reject 
me. 60%
give 
disgusted 
look, make 
excuse to 
leave

Tell why 
I’m having 
treatment 
and, focus 
on what 
happens 
not 
feelings, 
look up not 
down

She 
listened! 
Hugged 
me! She 
seemed 
to care 
and did 
not look 
disgusted 
or reject 
me.
Rating –
20%

Others will not all 
reject me or think I 
am disgusting 
because of the 
abuse. They may 
even be caring.

I am not disgusting 
because of what I 
went through, I am 
strong and good 
friends will support 
me.
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Advantages of experiments in the world 
outside

• Identify hidden safety behaviours
• Identify beliefs patient may struggle to verbalize in 

office
• Identify hidden triggers, practice then vs now
• Stepping stone to experiments for homework
• Therapist can model experiment as a first step if 

needed

48
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Then vs Now 

• During experiments if faced with trauma 
reminders

• Not addressing triggers can interfere with the 
success of experiments 

• Particularly important for dissociation
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Video: REMOTE EXPERIMENTS
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Using BEs to update memory

51
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CORE PROCEDURE: SITE VISIT
Very helpful for

• „Then“ versus „Now“: Site looks different = Evidence that trauma is in 
the past (can be used for updating hot spots)

• Provides retrieval cues for difficult to access parts of the memory, 
watch for new meanings emerging!

• Reconstruction what exactly happened

• Often provides direct evidence against appraisals (e.g, I could have
prevented the event)

• Behavioral experiment for negative interpretation of symptoms

Can be done in graded way Google Street view or pictures first

52

Site Visit: General Points
üPrepare carefully (helpful to use Google Street 

View beforehand to practise Then vs Now)
üOnly if site is safe
üAccompany patient/ ask them to take friend
üLook for evidence against appraisals: Make 

predictions, check them out
üCompare site Then vs Now (use trigger 

discrimination)
üCompare site to memory (run through what 

happened, fill gaps, run forward to when safe)
üTake a photo at the site to remember trauma is 

over
May need approximations first (pictures or 
therapist visit and record etc) 
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On a 
site visit

Notice what is different 
between the site NOW and 
how it was THEN (at the 
time of the trauma)

Look for new information to address appraisals

Reconstruct the trauma
‘Walk’ it through
Fill any gaps in the memory
Run it forward until a point of 
safety

Further information:
OXCADAT resources website: Training video - ‘Site visits via images such as Google Streetview’
Murray, H., Merritt, C., & Grey, N. (2015). Returning to the scene of the trauma in PTSD treatment–why, how and when?. The Cognitive 
Behaviour Therapist, 8

“It’s daylight, the garden 
is much tidier, they’ve 
painted the windows 
white…” 

“I ran down the road, 
past the iron gates…”

“We were here when the 
bomb went off, there’s no 
way we could have got there 
in time even running full 
pace…”

”I can look at the photo 
to remind myself he 
isn’t there now. The 
place has moved on 
and so can I”

Take a photo or screenshot
to capture important meanings

54
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NHS England and NHS Improvement

Example of Working with 
Different Appraisals: 
Addressing Guilt and 
Shame in CT-PTSD

55

Videos focusing on different 
appraisals and emotions

https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/
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Videos focusing on cognitive 
techniques

https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/

57
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Videos focusing on maintaining 
behaviours https://oxcadatresources.com/ptsd-training-videos/
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Appraisals that lead to feeling guilty

Central cognitive theme: Inflated sense of responsibility/
excessive self-blame

This can be about:

• Fact that the event happened at all

• Fact that the person survived

• Actions/failures to act during event

• Failure to overcome symptoms

- Look out for ‘shoulds’ (‘I should have…I should not have…’)

If person is responsible, work on overgeneralisation
Note:  Shame may also be involved.
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Summary of key interventions

Spotting thoughts linked to guilt, elaborating 
memory

Cognitive restructuring: guided discovery, pie 
charts, surveys, considering other actions etc

Updating

Letting go of guilt

1

2

3

4

Keep track of beliefs: see measures such as PTCI & ask 
patient for belief ratings

60
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Cognitive restructuring of self-blame

Characteristic biases/ errors
1. Discounting/screening out other explanations

2. Using hindsight

3. Minimising own experience / symptoms at the time

4. Discounting positive action

5. Not thinking through alternative actions

6. Superhuman standard

7. Emotional reasoning

61

Aims of cognitive restructuring
• Increase awareness of other factors that led to event, 

especially perpetrator in interpersonal trauma

• Increase awareness of reasons that explained patient’s 
behaviour and reactions

• This includes time available to make decisions and mental 
and physical state at the time

• Increase awareness of what they did that was helpful

• Consider that other actions would not necessarily have led 
to better outcomes 

• Reduce rumination and other behaviours that maintain 
appraisals

62

From Video Working with Guilt

63
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1. Rate (%) extent believe they are responsible
2. Generate a list of other factors that contributed to the event.
3. Rate each of the other factors for the extent to which they are

responsible for and add to pie chart.
4. After all the other factors have been assigned a percentage,

the remaining percentage is assigned to the client’s actions.

Using pie charts to acknowledge other 
factors that contributed to a trauma

50% Other driver

10% Me

30% Slippery roads

10% Night (poor 
visibility)

64

Helping people who are responsible

• Whatever the level of actual responsibility, clients often 
overestimate their contribution or do not take into 
account all factors that led to their behaviour. 

• Same methods are used (e.g. address hindsight bias, 
socratic questioning, pie charts, observer perspective 
imagery, discussing context of their behaviour)

65

Hindsight Bias – Guided Discovery

Narrative/timeline useful in establishing order of events.

66
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Addressing maintaining cognitive and 
behavioural strategies

Common maintaining 
processes

Target with 

- Rumination
- Self-Criticism 

- Avoidance (acting as 
if guilty/unworthy)
- Withdrawal from 
others (e.g. fears of 
what people think)

- Exploring disadvantages, 
noticing, labelling, disengaging
- Compassionate letter to self 
- Reverse role play/imagery 

- Reclaiming/building a life 
(acting as if worthy)
- Behavioural experiments

67

Letting go of guilt

Blocking thought Reappraised to:

I did something wrong, I should 
feel guilty about it

Feeling guilty stops me from 
getting on with my life and does 
not help anybody 

Letting go of my guilt would 
mean I get away with it and that 
is not fair

I have suffered with PTSD a long 
time, I have not ‘got away with it’

If I feel guilty it proves I care Stopping feeling guilty doesn’t 
mean I do not care – how can I 
show my care in other ways?

If I stop believing I’m responsible, 
I’ll have to accept that many 
things aren’t under my control 
and that makes the world feel 
more dangerous

Believing all is under my control 
is unrealistic. The world is not 
more dangerous than it was 
before the trauma

68

Shame derives from misinterpretations about:

• Own reactions during trauma violating internal standards
e.g. losing bladder control, sexual arousal, pleading/ 

complying with perpetrator

• How others will perceive: the trauma, person’s reactions, 
PTSD symptoms

• Own responsibility for the event (link to cognitions around 
guilt)

Shame

• Can lead to generalised negative self-beliefs, e.g. I’m bad, 
I’m defective, especially after multiple trauma

• And/or trauma(s) can activate pre-existing longstanding 
negative self-beliefs

69
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What maintains shame in 
PTSD?

Trauma memories 

Distorted appraisals: 
e.g. I am dirty and disgusting 

I am worthless now this has happened
Others would reject me if they knew

Shame
Anxiety
low mood

Memories not processed/ updated
Evidence against appraisals not 
accessed
Compassion from others not 
accessed
Shame feelings continue

Avoidance: not telling 
others
Social withdrawal and 
isolation
Self-criticism
Drinking alcohol
Rumination

70

• Behaviour in and out of session

• Feel “awkward, silly, exposed”

• Labels “weak, useless, inadequate”

• Look away, freeze, aggression

• Content of intrusions and trauma characteristics may 

suggest shame is relevant

• Questionnaires (PTCI)

Identifying shame

71

Therapeutic relationship

Spotting thoughts linked to shame, often linked to hotspots

Normalising and cognitive restructuring eg surveys

Updating memories, using conclusions cognitive 
restructuring, imagery and body posture can be helpful for 
emotional shift
Reduce maintaining behaviours, incl. rumination and social 
withdrawal

Behavioural experiments and further updating

Identify and work on generalised beliefs if applicable

Working with Shame

72
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ØNormalising
Ø Information from other sources, e.g., police, significant others, statistics

ØSurveys
ØPie charts
ØEvidence for and against

ØAdvantages / disadvantages
ØBehavioural experiments

ØGuided imagery
ØPositive data-logs
Ø Identifying self-criticism à self-compassion

Cognitive Techniques that are helpful 
for cognitive restructuring of 

appraisals connected to shame

73

• Helpful where people think others would judge them 
negatively 

• Also asking opinions on interpersonal trauma: shifting
perspective: perpetrator was wrong – what they did reflects
badly on them, not on patient

• Can ask patient themselves to complete survey imagining 
happened to someone else

• Can be initial step towards behavioural experiment of telling 
close friends/family

• Helpful for head-heart lag

Surveys

74

Aniyah was raped by a man she had been dating for 2 months. 
She had been shocked and upset after it happened and she did 
not report it. She felt very ashamed about what had happened 
and felt she had “brought it on herself”. 

Aniyah now feels worthless.  She has been withdrawing from 
her friends and has not been able to tell anyone about what 
happened in case they reject her.  She worries that others would 
think she was dirty and “damaged goods” if they found out.

Survey

75
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1. What do you think about what Aniyah went through?

2. How much do you believe Aniyah to be:
Dirty? (0 – not at all - 100 extremely)
“Damaged goods” (0 – not at all - 100 extremely)
Worthless? (0 – not at all - 100 extremely)
Please comment on your answer.

3. How much do you believe Aniyah brought the rape on herself? (please 
rate 0-100 and comment on your answer)

4. What do you think about the man who raped her and his behaviour?

5. If Aniyah was a good friend of yours, what would you say to her?

Survey (cont.)

Short description of what happened 
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• Visible or subtle within the therapy room

• Pre-existing or post trauma

• What would you say to a friend in the same situation?

• How would you speak to them? (e.g. tone, warmth)

• Compassionate letter to the self

• Prejudice model

• Positive data log

Self-criticism and long-
standing beliefs

77

NHS England and NHS Improvement

Additional Materials on 
Assessment

78
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Assessment

• Does the patient have PTSD? (trauma≠
𝑃𝑇𝑆𝐷; 𝑟𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ≠ 𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑛𝑔)

• Risk issues?

• Is PTSD the main problem they want/ need 
treatment for?

• Is PTSD treatment feasible at this time?
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PTSD 
Measure 
for DSM-5: 
PTSD
Checklist 
PCL-5
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ICD-11: 
International 
Trauma 
Questionnaire 
– PTSD

81
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ICD-11: 
International 
Trauma 
Questionnaire –
complex 
symptoms  

82
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Mental defeat questionnaire

84


